Blue Steer Studios is delighted to announce that Laura Olson’s new
album Moon Trees and Sun Seas is on its way. Part classical,
part synthesized, Laura Olson nudges her listeners to greater frontiers
of serious cinematic music. Featuring 10 brand new tracks, her fourth
album aims to delight fans of fantasy and symphonic styled music.
Deeply personal, it reflects her love of the world above and below us
by interweaving reality with imagination.

Enter

a world where

Anything is possible

and

Everything can be assumed.

Fantasy is everywhere in art, literature, and cinema, full of creatures and
environments that only exist in our imaginations. Recent innovations in
cinemas and digital technology have allowed us to finally craft these
environments into visual and sonic reality. These songs are my own
soundscape visions that travel from a dreamily dark and old gaelic world
through secret gateways into the light. –Laura Olson (ASCAP)

Laura Olson’s previous album releases include the popular Mossflower
Country (2010) inspired by the award winning RedWall series of
youth reader books. Her score for web TV’s Border Guardians of
Ackernon (2011) is composed with large scale orchestrations and
choir in the scope of a big-budget feature film. Her third album
Gypsy Road (2012) takes us to far-away places of musically rich
landscapes in Myths and Legends. Her current projects include scoring
Aqua Sports Expeditions, a soon to be released scuba TV series and
sheet music releases of select songs for celtic harp.
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album cover

Release Date: December 31, 2015

Track Listing
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4.
5.

A World Torn Into Halves
Moon Trees
All That Glitters
Quiet Sky
Through the Silver Forest

6. Sun Seas
7. Ship of Golden Light
8. Unfamiliar Waters
9. A Most Perfect Breeze
10. Healed by an Aqua Garden

